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The educational planning of all IED Master courses is based on the
criteria set by the European Higher Education Area (EHEA). IED
Master employs a system of credits that follows the structure of
the European Credit Transfer and Accumulation System (ECTS).
IED Master issues its own exclusively private degrees. A TOEFL
550 or IELTS 6.5 level of language knowledge or equivalent is
required for those students whose mother tongue is not English.
Some classes and/or lectures may be given by international
guests and in these cases the working language will be English
or Spanish. There is also the chance that additional educational
material or recommended activities will be provided in English and/
or Spanish. Some sessions may take place outside these hours
in the case of making up for missed classes or extra activities.
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THE ATLAS OF THE FUTURE
The intersection of fashion, science and
technology are undeniably having a profound
effect on the fashion industry. We presently
live in a highly challenging moment in society
with rapid changes in a very short time.
A new positive system is needed and where
all action is designed to achieve minimum
environmental impact to contribute to a
sustainable fashion. We should embrace
the future examining new materials and
the possibilities of these new technologies
might be and how designers, entrepreneurs
and corporations intend to use them.
Future Materials in Fashion is a highly intensive
one-week summer course that focuses in visions
of future fashion regarding innovation, trends
& design. The course explores fundamental
understanding of future scenarios and forecasting,
whilst exploring the challenges of advanced
materials to propose fashion design products
engaging with active workshops and expertise
collaborations. We will explore with a selection
of breakthrough material in design, engineering
and architecture and applied research, how to
actively creative concepts efficiently to develop
innovative results to anticipate our future needs
and challenges for a more sustainable tomorrow.
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#2

Introduction

#3 General

Learning
Outcomes

course
objectives

These are the theoretical and practical skills
acquired throughout the course, including
the knowledge, skills and attitude required
to perform a specific career activity.

-- To gain solid understanding of future
scenarios and actively redefine design.
-- To explore current and future
micro/macro trends in culture,
design and society.
-- To acquire skills to promote, develop
and communicate key concepts.
-- To gain solid insights of advanced
materials applied to design.
-- To actively apply advanced materials
to transmit core concepts.
-- To enhance fast prototyping to clarify
concepts and get valued feedback.

-- Understanding how materials
will be utilized to shape our
future environment.
-- Ability to detect weak signals
and micro trends via primary
and secondary research.
-- Ability to use the Mind Mapping
tool to create new ideas.
-- Ability to verbalize future scenarios,
developing the brief, applying
researching skills in the fashion design
industry to create a final report.
-- Ability to present findings
in a professional way.
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#4 Target

#5 Career

Outlook

Audience
This course addresses creative
professionals that come from a diverse
range of disciplines in the fashion fields,
who are attracted in enhancing their skills
in future innovation and trends applying
competitive thinking to design. Advanced
design applications are needed.

Depending on each student’s profile
and prior experience, possible career
positions on graduation include:
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-- Freelancers as consultants.
-- Work in multidisciplinary teams.
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IED Master Specific
Barcelona
course
methodology methodology
IED Master school provides continuing
training, qualifications, specialisations and
the chance to keep up-to-date with all
aspects of design, backed by the rich historic
and cultural heritage of Italian design.
Our strategy for the future is always in tune with
social, environmental and financial macrotrends,
and we keep a watchful eye on the changes that
our cities and surroundings will need to adapt to
over the coming 30 years. We believe that we can
provide answers and solutions through design.
Our teaching here at IED Master is based on
the four scenarios we consider crucial to face
the needs of the future: design for sustainable
development, design for new business models,
design for new media and design for people.
Our goal is to train professionals who are capable
of harnessing cultural values and design tools to
not only overcome the challenges of the future,
but create and drive innovation. We want our
students to take responsibility for their training
path and learn how to steer it with the support
and tutoring of experts and professionals.
At IED Master, we see the School as a
laboratory where students can be innovative,
enterprising and a driving force; where
they are free to experiment and create.
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Participants will actively share their experiences
in a dynamic environment which combines
active lectures and innovative workshops,
core visits and applied research.
Learning outcomes for the program are:
-- Understanding the current and future atlas
of fashion materials and sustainability.
-- Reflecting upon theoretical approaches
and experimental learning.
-- Applying acquired knowledge in the
working process and a project.
SECTION 1: THE CORE
-- Theoretical lectures: Provides updated
information and core concepts.
-- Field Trips: Explores the possibilities
existing in this area with visit to
companies or research centers.
SECTION 2: CRAFTING FUTURE SCENARIOS
-- Profession Talks: Prestigious and
encouraging insight delivered from
leading professionals in the sectors.
-- Dynamic Workshops: Identifying key
concepts and opportunities to achieve a
specific storytelling for future report.
SECTION 3: MATERIAL ALCHEMY
-- Experimental classes: To analyse and
deepen into the experiences through
case study adopting an open-minded
and experimental approach.
-- The Final Project: Implementing with active
research, provided tools and core materials
to create a viable product and a final report.
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Teaching
programme
content
SECTION 1: THE CORE
Theoretical lectures
Provide updated information and core concepts
as a solid point to explore throughout the week.
VISITS:
-- Visit to MATERFAD: Center for
investigation of Advanced Materials. http://
ajuntament.barcelona.cat/dissenyhub/
en/materfad-materials-centre
-- Visit to IACC FABLAB: Center for advanced
textile and fashion development.
-- https://iaac.net/
-- Visit to HUNCH: Design and
experimentation office.
-- http://hunch-office.com/
-- Visit to MANUAL THINKING: Teamwork
tool for organizing thoughts, ideas and
projects. http://manualthinking.com/
-- Visit to Documentation Center: Design
Hub documentation center. http://
ajuntament.barcelona.cat/dissenyhub/
en/documentation-centre
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SECTION 2: CRAFTING FUTURE SCENARIOS
Craftsmanship for the 21 century
Showcasing the work by technologists and
artisans, and on how these collaborative
partnerships are evolving to redefine
materiality in the 21st century in terms of
material forecasting. A key insight into how
materials will be utilized to shape our future
environment with technological innovations
revolutionizing the manufacturing industry.
Professional Lecturers Themes
-- Future Scenarios.
-- Shaping the future.
-- Design Innovation.
-- Exploring the imperfect future
to build a better one.

Lifestyle Trends Investigation & Diffusion theory
Overview of what trends investigation represents
in today’s society and market. A general overview
of the micro, macro and mega trends that
currently surround the area of fashion. How do
trends spread, who are the people responsible
for creating, manipulating and spreading trends?
Tastemaker research, paired with on and off-line
detection methods, creates a holistic picture
allowing us to predict what is next on the horizon.
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Mind Mapping Tool
It is a dynamic tool to create new ideas
and connect branches of associated topics,
minimizing resistance and giving value to shared
work generating ideas. By working manually
and visually, it makes it easier to interiorize
the subject at hand, using more cognitive
functions of your brain. Mind mapping tools
helps to find new solutions and define decisions,
it is a universal tool to treat organizational
and creative tasks in an active and direct
manner, efficient for individuals or teams.
SECTION 3: THE OUTCOME
Material Alchemy
Exploring the vast possibilities of innovative
materials and their applied use in the area of
design. Researching, discovering and design
development towards the final product.
Tactile Mood Boards
A powerful technique used to visually
communicate a concept, gaining clarity
towards final presentation in projects.
Reflection & Storytelling
Stories generate questions and questions
expand the breadth and depth of stories,
leading to many innovative thoughts and ideas.
Storytelling becomes an important tool for
feedback, which is the basis of the iterative
process of prototyping that lead to solutions.
Abstracting and Core concepts/Concept
Innovation to Design Development
It includes: verbalizing future scenarios, developing
the brief, applying researching skills in the fashion
design industry to create the final report.
The Outcome
Through applied research and understanding,
communicate the undergone design
development to the final product.
The Istituto Europeo di Design reserves the right to change
the curriculum in accordance with any requirements
that may arise as regards its educational objectives.
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An area specialist
coordinator is available
for advice in each
course and is actively
engaged in designing
its curriculum and
content in collaboration
with IED Barcelona’s
teaching department.
The coordinator also
helps to incorporate
sector-specific teachers
and is responsible for
maintaining relationships
with companies and
institutions within
the knowledge field
of the course.

Coordinator

MAYA MCCARTHY
Historic trend researcher and educator.
Coming from a fashion designer and trend
investigation background for international
companies she now focuses on merging
visual communication and culture in
the fashion field. Throughout the past
years she has been coordinating fashion
oriented courses and collaborated with
international design and management
schools in Barcelona as well as working
with an international team of designers
and educators on a Design Thinking Team.
She presently forms part of the panel jury
of the Barcelona Fashion & Film Festival.
https://www.linkedin.com/pub/
maya-mccarthy/86/264/392

Teaching Staff
The teaching staff comprises sector
professionals from various leading fields.
CHRISTINA G. BIFANO
EDGAR SANCHEZ
DAVID C.GHEORGHITA
ZER COLLECTION
MICHELE GILI
JORIS DEBO
ALDO SOLLAZZO / NOUMENA
SUSANA ZARCO
GREG RADKZI
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IED Master
academic offer

Masters
60 credits

Top quality courses to
specialise in a certain field
of design, communication or
management. Students gain the
know-how, tools and skills to
provide professional solutions.

At IED Master, a whole range
of courses are taught to cover
all kinds of training needs:
Masters, Postgraduate Courses
and Continuing Study Programs.
Courses are organised in
terms, and can last 3, 6, 9 or
12 months. This means that
some courses can be combined
within one academic year,
while others may be divided
depending on how demanding
and specialised they are.

Postgraduates
30 credits

An opportunity for all kinds
of design professionals to
become better qualified.

Continuing Study
Programs(CSP)
15 credits

These courses are a
chance for professionals to
update and broaden their
knowledge of design and
creative methodologies.

Summer Courses
5/ 10 credits
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Design
your own
learning
12

In July, IED Barcelona offers
students the chance to live an
intensive training experience
thanks to its broad range of
summer courses. Coming
to our Summer School is an
experimental journey through
different courses in which
to learn and have fun in an
international, multicultural
environment. The courses are
divided into different levels
depending on the student’s
profile: Professional, Advanced,
Introductory and Junior.

The opportunity
To combine
Courses
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Our Partners
IED Barcelona has special relationships with
institutions and small, medium and large
companies, which take an active part in projects,
workshops, talks and activities, with the aim
of providing the students with knowledge,
communicating experiences and sharing both
creative and theoretical aspects with them. All
the Master final thesis are carried out as part of a
collaboration with a company, giving the students
training in their future profession and helping
them develop relationships in the labour market.

#10
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IED Barcelona
has
collaborated
with more
than 100
national and
international
companies and
institutions

IED Community
Services
STUDENT CENTER
The aim of the Student
Center is to offer a welcome
and consultation service to
students who need this. It pays
particular attention to foreign
students, helping them to adapt
to their new environment.
The department wants to be
a place that helps to improve
and enrich the experience of
being a student at the school
in every way possible.
CAREER SERVICES
This section offers students
the possibility to contact
with the labour market. It
enters into direct contact with
companies in the different
sectors: fashion, design,
communications, management,
marketing, etc. in order to
create collaborative links and
offer opportunities of jobs.
PERSONAL COACHING
Possibility of personal and
confidential assistance by
an expert psychologist.
FACILITIES
Practical work is essential in IED
Barcelona training, so its premises
have basically been divided into
classrooms, workshops and
laboratories adapted to each area.
The school’s facilities include: 26
classrooms, 6 multimedia labs
equipped with PCs and Macs,
4 product, interior and transport
design workshops, 9 fashion
workshops, one printing centre
and one photo and video studio.

School’s students can use
the software included In the
Adobe Creative Suite, without
any additional cost, both in
the school’s computers and
their own laptops. Therefore,
all throughout their Summer
School, students can enjoy
for free the following applications: Adobe Photoshop®
CC, Adobe lllustrator®
CC, Adobe lnDesign®

All the students can also
download the Microsoft
Office 365 for free. lt
includes the software Word,
Excel and PowerPoint.

School’s students can use
Autodesk, world leader
in 3D design software for
entertainment, manufacturing,
engineering, etc. Therefore,
the students can enjoy for free
applications such as AutoCAD,
Maya or 3ds Max, etc.
Emerald, enother
tool currently used
in the most outstanding
universities in the fields of
management, marketing
and communication, is a
worldwide editor that connects
research and practice for the
benefit of society. Students
can access to more than 290
magazines and 2,000 books.

IED TOOLS
Exclusive tools for the
IED Community.
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The whole IED Community,
from computers in the
Library, can freely access to
WGSN, the leading online
platform to analyse and
forecast trends in current
lifestyles and consumption.

Vogue Italia
Harper’s Bazaar
Digital records of famous
magazines, including practically
every edition from the very first
issue to the most recent ones.
AII of the content has been
indexed and can be accessed
via the library computers.

The whole IED Community,
from computers in the school,
can freely access to Material
Connexion, the world’s leader
database in material innovation.

The whole IED Community has
an unlimited Gmail account.
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General Entry
Requirements
The application for all IED Barcelona courses is made
directly with the Orientation and Admissions Department
Advisors or through an online Admissions Platform.
Your Advisor will give you the credentials to access the
platform once you want to start the Admission Process.
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Documents required:
-- Scanned copy of DNI (Spanish students)
or passport (foreign students).
-- Scanned copy of university degree
(bachelor’s, degree or equivalent).
-- Professional experience related to the field.
-- Letter of motivation in the language of the course.
-- CV in the language of the course specifying
languages level and IT skills.
-- Advanced knowledge of Spanish or English
as appropriate. Courses in English require an
intermediate level, corresponding to TOEFL 550 or
IELTS 6.5. Courses in Spanish require a B2 language
level. If a prospective student has neither of these
certificates, his or her language skills will be assessed
in a face-to-face interview or via a Skype call.
-- Portfolio for creative courses or admission
exercise if required.
Students with a university degree can be admitted
into the programmes, while those without may be
admitted into specific programmes on the basis of
their professional merits. In the latter case, it will
be at the discretion of IED Barcelona to determine
what type of certification will be obtained.
Students must complete the course satisfactorily
in terms of knowledge and show an attendance
of more than 80% to obtain the Diploma.
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Additional
Costs
All additional costs will be paid by the student (project
specific material, cardboard, printing…).
Students will need a laptop or tablet for research
and simple concept development and a camera for
observational research.
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C/ Biada, 11 · 08012 - Barcelona
T. + 34 93 238 58 89
contact@bcn.ied.es
iedbarcelona.es
Milano
Roma
Torino
Venezia
Firenze
Cagliari
Madrid
Barcelona
São Paulo
Rio de Janeiro

Innovation and Future Thinking
Design Thinking for Business Transformation
Service Design for Innovation
Future Materials in Fashion: Lifestyle, Trends and Design
Fashion Product Management
Moda Sostenible
Diseño de Interiores Comerciales: Gastronomía y Retail
Packaging Design
Diseño de Mobiliario
Diseño de Producto Deportivo
Beachwear Design
Marketing de la Moda
Sketching Ideas for Design
Fotografía de Moda
Graphic Design in Branding
Fashion Trends Investigation
Decoración y Estilismo de Interiores
Diseño Gráfico
Diseño de Joyas
Experimental Jewellery Design
Asesoría de Imagen y Personal Shopper
Fashion Design Research
Global Design Junior
Diseño de Moda Junior
Fashion Design Junior
Creatividad Audiovisual Junior
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